**BLACKCOMB ASCENT TRAILS**

• BLACKCOMB ASCENT TRAILS
  - Treats you to spectacular views close to the summit.
  - Rendezvous Lodge on Blackcomb through impressive old growth forest and
  - Heart Burn lift system for upload or download.
  - This second section of the Ascent Trails climbs to the top of the Blackcomb
  - Length: 2 km (1.2 mi)
  - Downhill travel is not recommended. Purchase Lift Tickets at Guest Services prior to hike (not available on the
  - interconnected trails. Then continue along our alpine hiking trails or download
  - Mountain to the alpine through old growth coastal rainforest using three
  - BLACKCOMB ASCENT TRAILS
  - Welcome accredited guide and service dogs on our property. Please check
  - • Pets are not allowed on Whistler Blackcomb recreation area. We only
  - • A fed bear often ends up as a dead bear (euthanized by a provincial
  - • Stay at least 100 metres/300 feet from any bear.
  - We are lucky to have Black bears calling Whistler and Blackcomb mountain home.
  - • PETS are not allowed on Whistler Blackcomb recreation area. We only
  - • A fed bear often ends up as a dead bear (euthanized by a provincial
  - • Stay at least 100 metres/ 300 feet away from the bear.
  - slowly.
  - Interconnected trails - follow the blue arrows.
  - The first section of the Ascent Trails begins at the Rendezvous Lodge and
  - picturesque views down the valley.

**BLACKCOMB MOUNTAIN**

• BLACKCOMB MOUNTAIN
  - Treats you to spectacular views close to the summit.
  - Rendezvous Lodge on Blackcomb through impressive old growth forest and
  - Heart Burn lift system for upload or download.
  - This second section of the Ascent Trails climbs to the top of the Blackcomb
  - Length: 2 km (1.2 mi)
  - Downhill travel is not recommended. Purchase Lift Tickets at Guest Services prior to hike (not available on the
  - interconnected trails. Then continue along our alpine hiking trails or download
  - Mountain to the alpine through old growth coastal rainforest using three
  - BLACKCOMB ASCENT TRAILS
  - Welcome accredited guide and service dogs on our property. Please check
  - • Pets are not allowed on Whistler Blackcomb recreation area. We only
  - • A fed bear often ends up as a dead bear (euthanized by a provincial
  - • Stay at least 100 metres/300 feet from any bear.
  - We are lucky to have Black bears calling Whistler and Blackcomb mountain home.
  - • PETS are not allowed on Whistler Blackcomb recreation area. We only
  - • A fed bear often ends up as a dead bear (euthanized by a provincial
  - • Stay at least 100 metres/ 300 feet away from the bear.
  - slowly.
  - Interconnected trails - follow the blue arrows.
  - The first section of the Ascent Trails begins at the Rendezvous Lodge and
  - picturesque views down the valley.

**THE PEAK 2 PEAK 360 EXPERIENCE**

- Whitby’s pan-Canadian summer experience is more than the Guinness World Record-breaking Peak 2 Peak Gondola. It’s the entire 360° experience that comes with it—two mountain resorts, lift access to hiking trails, lift skiing, wide and low terrain parks, restaurants on every directory, and an ever-changing trail of seasonal highlights that makes it your own private mountain.

**WHISTLER BLACKCOMB & BC PARKS JOIN FORCES FOR WONDER**

Whistler in close partnership with BC Parks, Whistler Blackcomb has developed the High Note Trail on Whistler and the Overlord-Decker Trail on Blackcomb for all ages and abilities access to some of BC Parks’ most spectacular alpine scenery. This partnership is a first:

- Alpine access to the High Note Trail – BC Parks features at the
- Observation and education opportunities from professional researchers
- A destination for wilderness enthusiasts— five glacial lakes
- Summer valley access to and from Garibaldi Provincial Park via Singing Pass Trail on Whistler Mountain and the Ascent Trails to Overlord-Decker on Blackcomb Mountain.

**SQUAMISH LIL’WAT CULTURAL CENTRE**

The Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre is an authentic cultural activity for the modern family. The centre showcases the history, culture and heritage of the Squamish and Lil’wat First Nations through engaging performances, interactive exhibits, cultural demonstrations, as well as an interpretive and a spectacular 19th century film. The centre is located on the corner of Seaforth Road and the Taylor Way, across from the Four Seasons Resort. Just a short walk from the Family Adventure Zone in the Upper Village.